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ABSTRACT
This work describes progress toward designing and modelling reconfigurable
band-pass filters based on RF microelectromechanical systems (RF-MEMS)
metamaterials. A device consisting of a coplanar waveguide (CPW) structure
that combines complementary split ring resonators (CSRRs) and RF-MEMS
varactor bridges, operating at K and Ka-band, is proposed. Several layouts have
been designed and electromagnetically (EM) simulated. A full equivalent circuit
model for the description of the proposed structure, including transmission lines,
RF-MEMS, subwavelength resonators and coupling parameters, is provided. A
high degree of accuracy between EM simulations behaviour and electrical model
has been obtained.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The research on reconfigurable band-pass filters based on RF-MEMS bridges
has increased significantly in the last years due to the good performance of RFMEMS as switches and varactors. In fact, RF-MEMS present very low loss, highQ and outstanding linearity [1]. These devices are typically implemented by
several lithographic steps which perform RF-MEMS in conventional transmission
lines. Typically, RF-MEMS filters design are carried out by loading a transmission
line (TL) periodically with RF-MEMS bridges, forming a distributed MEMS TL [2].
Alternatively, metamaterial transmission lines (i.e., artificial lines consisting of a
host line loaded with reactive elements) have been revealed as good candidates
in order to improve the performance of conventional microwave filters [3].

Recently, several tunable band-pass filters based on metamaterials have been
developed in PCB [4]. Efficient electrical models of microwave components and
devices are crucial in order to design filter implementations in many areas such
as signal processing, wireless communications or biomedical engineering.
According to the state of the art, several works have been developed to achieve
accurate electrical models in order to reproduce frequency responses of RFMEMS tunable filters [5] and tunable metamaterial transmission lines in PCB [6].
To the best knowledge of the authors, some few works have presented the
combination of RF-MEMS and metamaterials in with the aim to implement
reconfigurable filters [7,8].
In this paper, we present the first full electrical model of tunable band-pass filters
based on RF-MEMS and complementary split ring resonators (CSRRs) [9]. Such
particles are metamaterial subwavelength resonators which properly combined
with shunt metallic wires produce a band-pass frequency response. A unit-cell
based on a coplanar waveguide structure (CPW) loaded with CSRRs and
combined with the embedded RF-MEMS varactor, is proposed in order to design
and model such as tunable filters.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the topology of the bandpass filter based on RF-MEMS metamaterials. The proposed electrical model of
the filter is addressed in Section 3, whereas the comparison between the EM
simulations and model are discussed in Section 4. Finally the conclusion is given
in Section 5.

2. RF-MEMS METAMATERIAL UNIT-CELL TOPOLOGY

Fig. 1 shows the layout of the proposed CSRR/RF-MEMS unit-cell and its
relevant dimensions. The device consists of a 50 CPW structure loaded with 3
rectangular CSRRs located in its central strip, up and down ground planes
together with an embedded RF-MEMS varactor bridge (actuating as
reconfigurable device). According to the theory, CSRRs etched in the central
strip or the ground planes provide a negative effective permittivity (ε<0).
According to Maxwell’s equations, another element presenting negative effective
permeability is required in order to achieve propagation (i.e. ε<0 and µ<0 to
obtain a band-pass frequency response) [10]. The elements which provide µ<0
are two metal wires connecting the central CPW strip and the ground planes. The
RF-MEMS bridge is situated over the central ring and anchored on the substrate
by means of two holes in both ground planes, located in the center of the up and
down CSRRs. The CSRRs present an LC-tank behavior and are electrically
coupled to the host line. Tuning is achieved thanks to the actuation on the RFMEMS, which modifies the electrical characteristics of the CSRRs and the
electric coupling (i.e. the effective resonance frequency). The dimensions of the
proposed unit-cell correspond to (in reference to Fig. 1): the up, down and central

CSRRs: c=d=10 m, w=130 m, l=660 m; CPW dimensions are: W=150 µm
and G=30 µm. The RF-MEMS is defined by B=80 µm, b=100 µm, h=40 µm and
H=380 µm. The metal wires width connecting the central CPW strip and the
ground planes, are 10 m. The overall unit-cell length is L=760 µm. The gap
between the bridge and the substrate is 2 m when the bridge is in the up-state.
Under DC bias, bridge is moved to the down-state and the gap corresponds to
0,5 m. Fig. 2 defines an example of a 2-stage band-pass filter constituted by the
proposed unit-cell. The distance between adjacent CSRRs is 90 µm.
In order to implement the RF-MEMS, a stripped-down technology based on three
photolithographic levels masks is necessary [10]. A 1 m thick Al layer is sputterdeposited and patterned on a 650 m thick glass substrate (AF45) with a relative
permittivity constant r = 3,9 to define the CPW structures. The CSRRs have
been performed by etching the central strip of the CPW and the corresponding
ground planes. Then a 3 m thick sacrificial photoresist layer is deposited and
patterned to define the anchoring regions of the bridges structures. Before a
second Al layer is deposited and patterned in the same condition as the first one.
Then, the MEMS beams are defined when the sacrificial photoresist is etched to
release the structures.

3. ELECTRICAL MODEL

The lumped-element equivalent-circuit model which describes the behavior of the
CSRRs/RF-MEMS unit-cell is depicted in Fig. 3. The RF-MEMS bridges are
modeled by means of a lumped RLC circuit, where Cm corresponds to a variable
capacitance (having an up-state and a down-state value), Lm is the bridge
inductance and the resistor Rm involves the microelectromechanical system
losses. Since the bridge is anchored in both ground holes, two capacitances (Ca)
describe the electric coupling between the RF-MEMS anchoring and RF ground.
The CPW line is described by means of the per-section inductance, L, and
capacitance, C (the actual value must be slightly corrected due o the coupling
with the CSRR). All the etched CSRRs are modelled by means of a parallel LC
tank, LC and CC being the reactive elements that perform the intrinsic resonance
frequency of the resonators and RC takes into account the eventual losses
associated with the resonators. The central CSRRs is directly connected to the
host line and electrically coupled to the capacitance of the RF-MEMS. The up
and down etched CSRRs are connected to the ground planes and electrically
coupled to the host line through the slot capacitance of the CPW, C ma. Finally,
the metal wires connecting the central CPW strip and the ground planes present
and inductive response, and are modeled by means of the inductance, La.
Therefore, the intrinsic resonance frequency of the subwavelength resonators is
directly affected by the RF-MEMS actuation. In fact, when CM is tuned the
electrical properties of CSRRs are modified so that their resonance frequency.

In order to extract the different parameters of the electrical model, the problem is
analyzed sequentially due to the high number of involved variables. The
parameters have been extracted by means of 2.5D electromagnetic simulations
performed with the Agilent Momentum simulator and the Agilent Advanced
Design System software. First, the CPW reactive elements, L and C, can be
extracted by means of a conventional transmission line calculator (Agilent Line
Calc). Second, an electromagnetic simulation of the AF45 glass substrate (using
the commercial Agilent Momentum) is performed by taking into account the
layout of the CSRR etched in the CPW (with no RF-MEMS). The evaluation of
the resonance frequency of the CSRR (tank LCCC) has been used in order to
determine the value of its reactive elements, according (1),
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On the other hand, CM can be estimated in a first approximation by the wellknown parallel plate capacitance equation [1]. An effective cross area of the RFMEMS has been considered, since the CPW strip is etched in order to perform
the CSRRs particles. Finally, CM and LM have been determined from full-wave
simulation of the CPW/RF-MEMS (with no CSRRs) layout. The losses of the
bridge have been estimated by means of RM [1]. Since the actual RF-MEMS
device is anchored directly on the substrate in holes of the CPW ground planes,
the anchoring capacitance, Ca, is estimated by considering the distributed
capacitance formed by the ground plane and the floating anchor of the bridge.
Cma and La are also electromagnetically simulated (by using two ports between
ground plane-host line and metal wires, respectively) in order to obtain their
equivalent values by comparison with capacitive and inductive equivalent circuit
response. The second order parasitic capacitances and inductances which can
affect at frequencies above resonance frequency have not been included in the
model for simplicity.
Table I summarizes the extracted model parameters according to the previous
procedure. Note that two values for CC and Cma have been considered, CCU, CmaU
and CCD,CmaD for the up and down MEMS state (modeled by means of C MU and
CMD, respectively). This fact is due to the actual distributed capacitance of the
RF-MEMS which modifies the electrical characteristics of the CSRRs and electric
coupling between the host line and the CSRRs, with the result of significant
tuning of the allowed band. Therefore, CM is mainly coupled to the CSRR, but a
significant contribution to the host line is produced in the down state, and
therefore a high effective value of CCD > CCU and CmaD CmaU are observed.
Finally, due to the distributed geometry, the capacitive interaction between the
RF-MEMS and the CSRRs etched in the ground plane has been neglected.

4. ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATIONS VERSUS ELECTRICAL RESPONSE

In order to validate the proposed lumped model we have compared the electric
simulations of the CSRR/RF-MEMS filter versus the corresponding layout
electromagnetic simulations. This procedure has been validated experimentally
by the authors in [8]. Layout simulation has been carried out by considering
planar plate heights of 0.5µm (down-state) and 2µm (up-state), respectively and
losses have been assumed (by means of the parameters RM and Rc). Fig. 4 and
5 show the comparison between electromagnetic simulations and the proposed
lumped model insertion and return losses (S21, S11). A processing timeconsuming of 0.6s and 267.3s have been required for electrical and
electromagnetic simulations, respectively, on a dual CPU 3GHz Pentium. As
expected, the structure exhibits band pass behavior with tuning capability. The
simulated frequency range corresponds to 24.9-32.7 GHz (K and Ka-band),
which implies a tuning range of roughly 27%. Electromagnetic simulated rejection
level and fractional bandwidth are IL=-3.8 dB, Δf=5.6% (down state) and IL=-4.3
dB, Δf=7% (up state) and same values are predicted through the 1-stage band
pass model. In fact, the lumped model reproduces the band pass response with
a good accuracy, including the following transmission zero. With regard to return
losses, the model correctly fits the involved resonance frequencies. The
mismatch between the return losses is due to the intrinsic ideality of the lumped
model.
The presented model has been used in order to design a 2-stage band-pass filter
(Fig. 2) by using the same parameters summarized in Table I. Fig. 6 illustrates
the frequency response comparison between electromagnetic and model
simulations. It can be observed a significant matching of the results and an
equivalent frequency range with regard to the 1-stage design. In this case, In this
case, electromagnetic simulated rejection level and fractional bandwidth
correspond to IL=-7 dB, Δf=4.4% (down state) and IL=-8.7 dB, Δf=4.6% (up
state). As result, it has been demonstrated that the presented model accurately
describes the behavior of CSRR/RF-MEMS filters up to resonance frequency in
both cases (up and down) and the design methodology can be used in order to
design such structures.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, an electrical model for tunable band pass filters based on the
combination of complementary split ring resonators and RF-MEMS switchable
capacitors has been presented. A high degree of accuracy of the model up to the
resonance frequency has been demonstrated by comparison with layout

electromagnetic simulations. The design methodology can be applied to develop
CSRR/RF-MEMS filters. This work opens the door to the design of microwave
and millimeter band pass filters based on the combination of RF-MEMS and
metamaterial-based technologies.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS AND TABLES

Fig. 1. Layout of the proposed band-pass CSRR/RF-MEMS unit-cell with
relevant dimensions. The slot regions of the CPW and the RF-MEMS are
depicted in grey and black, respectively.
Fig. 2. 3D layout of a 2-stages band-pass filter based on the proposed
CSRR/RF-MEMS unit-cell.
Fig. 3. Lumped-element equivalent-circuit of the unit-cell illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4. Insertion losses comparison between the electromagnetic simulation and
the electrical model response of the unit-cell illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 5. Return losses comparison between the electromagnetic simulation and
the electrical model response of the unit-cell illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 6. Insertion losses comparison between the electromagnetic simulation and
the electrical model response of the 2-stages band-pass filter illustrated in Fig. 2.

Table I Equivalent circuit model parameters.
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Table I

A stage band pass filter parameters

L
C
La
(pH) (fF) (pH)
163 65
34

CmaU
(pF)
0.26

CmaD
(pF)
0.50

LM
(pH)
38

CMU
( fF)
67

CMD
(fF)
109

RM LC CCU CCD RC
Ca
( ) (pH) (fF) (fF) ( ) (pF)
0.5 33 0.27 0.35 170 0.4
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